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Man-ifest Lasting Love: 

How to Easily Inspire Him to Fulfill Your Deepest Desires 

Even if He Has Been Resistant in the Past!

By Valerie Greene
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Do you want to know the Secret to have your man feel INSPIRED, EXCITED, and DRIVEN 

to fulfill your deepest desires: mentally, emotionally and physically? 

What if you knew what to do to inspire his interest in your mind, emotions, spirit, and interests, 

as well as your body? 

What if you knew how to attract his devotion to your deepest needs and desires, so he keeps 

moving the relationship forward? Because whether you’re dating or married if a relationship is 

not growing it is dying! 

What’s her secret? 

We all know women that seem to magically attract men effortlessly, and she’s not necessarily the 

prettiest, smartest, or thinnest…. 

She literally has men falling all over her and they are drawn to her like moths to a flame, so what 

does she know that you don’t? 

She knows what makes a man want to fulfill her desires! I am not just talking sexually here; 

it is MUCH more than that! 
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She has an expert understanding of the inner landscape of how a man thinks, feels and what 

to say to activate a CONNECTION that for him feels validating. It is like a closely guarded 

recipe! 

Don’t feel bad that you are not in on the secret, because very few women know this secret… 

but I have figured it out through trial and tribulation and I am on a mission to share it with 

millions of women to help women have the relationship of their dreams; because it is possible 

for every woman to have that! 

Is this you? 

Do you tell your girlfriends how frustrated you are because it seems like your man is intimidated

by your power, your success, or is somehow “just not that into you,” even if he came on strong in

the beginning? 

And if you’re married, does it feel like you’re having the same arguments over and over and 

the spark of romance has fizzled? Sure you still love your man, but it feels like an uphill 

struggle at times to get him to do what you want and need? 

Or maybe you feel like you are always the one that is talking about how to make 

the relationship better when he seems to feel like it's fine just the way it is?
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Do you sometimes feel like just giving up? Are you fantasizing about running away and just 

starting over? I have coached many married and single women who have felt that way. 

It’s not your fault!! As women, we haven’t learned how to inspire a man’s devotion. We 

didn’t have good models from our parents and culture. 

I’ve been there too! 

I know your pain….. 

I kept attracting dead-end relationships, until I learned simple shifts in my attitude and demeanor 

that make an amazing difference! I now practice these daily with my partner and I now 

experience the deepest level of fulfillment I can imagine!  I feel loved, cherished, and adored for 

EVERY part of who I am! 

But it did not happen overnight and I had to do a lot of training, soul searching, and trial and 

error before I could get the secret into a system that any woman can learn easily. It was an 

answer to my prayers and now maybe it can be an answer to yours! 

Part of my system was learning how to make simple shifts to let go of what was NOT 

authentic, so that rather than feeling like work, now inspiring my partner’s devotion comes 

naturally to me, and I feel honored for just being who I am!  So if I can do it anyone can do it! 

MISTAKES WOMEN MAKE THAT PUSH MEN AWAY 

Most women try to connect with a man through his mind or his body, because that’s how we’re 

taught. So what is the problem with that, Valerie? You may ask… 

It may sound like that makes sense logically, BUT if you try to connect with his mind he’ll 

see you as a friend. This includes talking about shared interests, values, or hobbies. Your 

conversations might be inspiring but it won’t make him feel romantic feelings for you. 
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AND… 

If you connect with him through your body, you might have a fun, passionate time together, 

because sex is important to men, but it doesn’t make them fall in love. You might wind up 

being “friends with benefits” that way, and that’s fine for some people, but doesn’t inspire deep, 

lifelong devotion. 

So what is a woman to do? 

Ladies hear this loud and clear: 

The only way to a man’s heart is through your heart, by feeling and expressing your feelings! 

BUT not in the way most of you are doing it and I USED to do it! 

You see, you have to drop down into your hearts and feelings, and then he’ll drop down into his 

heart, and bam – YOU'RE CONNECTED! 

And that is one of the secrets – How to create connection that inspires action in your man! 

A man doesn’t fall in love because it’s logical or makes sense. He doesn’t fall in love with you 

because of your personality, your intelligence, or even because you’re beautiful or have a 

great body – That is what most women tell themselves when they are not attracting the right 

man or they can’t seem to get their man to meet their needs on all the levels they want. 

You see, he’ll initially be attracted to your outer beauty, but that won’t make him fall in 

love and be committed to creating the relationship of both of your dreams. 

He falls in love because he “feels it” in his gut, which makes no logical sense. He just feels safe 

to really be himself around you, like he’s finally come home. This is why, if you like being with 

a masculine-energy man, you need to know how to express your feminine energy in a way that 

inspires, validates and makes him feel totally accepted for who HE is, because that compels him 

to WANT to fulfill your EVERY desire! 
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This means sharing our feelings, moment to moment. How we feel about ourselves, about 

life, about him, about our desires. 

But most of the time, we share our feelings in a way that makes him WRONG! 

The truth about your mans deepest fears and why he withdraws 

From the time they are born, the hormonal and physiological differences in men cause most 

men to be sensitive to feeling shame and inadequacy. So when a woman complains, or 

tells a man what she’s unhappy about, he is likely to hear “I’m failing. I’m not good enough 

as a partner.” And shame instinctively motivates men to hide, which is why so many men are 

accused of withdrawing. 

So it’s important to balance sharing positive feelings with more unpleasant feelings, and to NOT 

blame him, criticize him, or make him wrong. That will push him away. 

Most men really do value being providers. That doesn't just mean that he wants to provide for 

his family financially. It gives men a HUGE amount of joy and pleasure to be the ones 

providing for the people they love, especially his woman. 

If he takes you out to a movie, he feels, emotionally, as if he had directed that movie.
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When you like the meal at the restaurant, he feels like he cooked it. When you appreciate the 

movie or the restaurant, he feels appreciated. A woman’s appreciation for what he provides 

lights up his life the same way that his consideration of your feelings lights up your life. 

Unfortunately, this also works in reverse. When a woman criticizes the movie, part of him takes it 

personally as if it’s his movie script she is rejecting. When she talks about how bad the restaurant 

is, he might feel as if she is complaining about him. Without even knowing it, a woman can 

diminish a man’s romantic feelings. 

By appreciating what he IS providing on a daily basis, and by sharing your positive feelings, 

that makes space for you to be able to share your unpleasant feelings and he doesn’t have to 

hear them as if he’s failing. 
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How to Share your feelings: The Man-ifest Love Conversation 

There are 5 steps to this conversation, versus the disconnected conversation that most women 

have. 

1. Share your positive feelings every day, no matter how small. What can you appreciate

him for on a daily basis? Then he’ll feel like he can win with you, and he’ll be open to

hearing your challenging feelings without feeling like he’s failing!

2. Ask if it’s a good time to talk. Men are single focused and feel bombarded if you share

your feelings without him being in the right space. It helps to share a positive intention

first: “I love you and it would feel good to talk about [an issue] so we can work

through it out and feel more connected. When is a good time?” Not “We need to talk.”

3. Take responsibility for your feelings, desires, and boundaries without blaming him. 

Don’t talk about his actions or tell him what to do or not to do. Don’t talk about him. Talk 

about your feelings. Not “You’re not listening to me." Instead, “I feel frustrated, because I 

want to feel heard and I want to feel more connected to you.” That draws him into the 

experience, and doesn’t make him wrong.

4. Ask him what he thinks? What’s going on for him? This is good because most men

want to solve problems. Or if you just want him to listen, tell him how good you’ll feel

when he just listens to you and doesn’t tell you what to do; how wonderful it’ll feel to be

seen and heard. And when he shares his thoughts, LISTEN fully to him. My gift is

seeing both sides and helping 2 people really get into each other’s world, deepen their

connection and intimacy, and find win/win solutions to meet both of their needs.

5. Appreciate him: what did he provide for you in this conversation? Let him know what

feels good! Voicing these things will make him inspired to do MORE because he will

feel like maybe he CAN make you happy if there are things that you are already happy

with.
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Also remember to appreciate yourself! This may feel like learning a new language and it is! 

It's the MAN- Ifest Lasting Love Language! 

It might seem like work to learn a new language, and the question is, what makes it worth it? 

Just keep remembering what you desire in your relationship – Affection, fun, great sex, 

romance, excitement, mutual support, harmony, emotional safety, a way to make decisions as 

a team – and a real Soul-mate Connection with your man. This is not about finding more clever 

ways to get him to do what you want him to do. It’s not about tricks – it’s about creating a 

true, loving partnership. It’s about letting go of control and managing him in order to have the 

relationship you truly desire, doing what’s in the highest good for both of you, creating true 

harmony. 

Here’s an example. I’ll exaggerate it for the sake of clarity. Let’s say that your man keeps 

texting other people while he’s out on dates with you, and you feel angry because you think 

that’s disrespectful. So here’s 2 ways of sharing that. The first way is to share your judgments, 

criticize him, and tell him what to do. So you might say: 

“You always text other people when you’re out with me. That’s so disrespectful! Can’t you 

put the phone away for one hour and spend time with me?” 

He’s likely to feel controlled and defensive, and even if he puts the phone away, he’ll be less 

inspired to connect with you. 

Or you can share your softer feelings, and not make him wrong: 

“Can I share something with you? [When he says yes] It feels so good to take time away 

from our busy lives and connect with each other. I miss when we used to go out to dinner and 

feel like we were the only 2 people in the room. It feels so good to feel your undivided attention 

on me. So as I sit here, I feel uncomfortable, because I miss feeling you here with me. What’s 

going on for you?” 
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Notice how I talked about my feelings and my experience, not his actions or what he should do. 

If you say that, or something similar, with sincerity, he’ll feel inspired to share himself and be 

more present with you. 

Of course if he’s angry at you for something, he might share that too! So this is only the 

first step in deepening your intimacy and connection. The second step is getting into his world :) 

So let’s put this together. Write a few sentences below that follows the steps. 

It would feel good to talk about so we can work through it together and feel more 

connected. Is now a good time? 

I feel . It would feel wonderful to experience more/I don't want

Thank you for . 

Well done! you’re on your way to lasting love! 

Now you may be asking, “Great, Val; how do I ask for what I want or inspire him to meet my 

needs? 

This is where we usually get in a fight and he walks away or I do, and that’s what feels so 

discouraging and stuck. It makes me feel like: “Why bother? He’s never going to be the man I 

want him to be… and I even think of leaving him, but there are good things in our relationship so I 

feel like I have to settle.  

Ok, I get it! The Man-ifest Lasting Love Conversation is Part One, and what is needed to really get 

Part Two is a mind AND heart shift. This is not about you changing who you are but about you 

SHIFTING your perceptions, and this is something that I needed support to do effectively. 

I worked with some of the top relationship experts, took their courses and trainings that were 

thousands of dollars, and used my relationship and my clients as the training ground. I took the 

best of the best and created a system that not only helped my clients create amazing relationships 
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with their man, but also created amazing relationships with themselves- where they don’t NEED a 

man’s approval. So this is about empowering YOU to love yourself and activate the confidence IN 

YOU that you are whole and good enough and deserve to have a man treat you like a queen and 

you want to treat him like a king! And paradoxically, this kind of self love is what inspires him to 

want to meet your deepest needs and desires. 

And the “Man-ifest Love Conversation is just one step in inspiring a man’s life long devoation. 

How do you inspire a man to deeper love, intimacy passion, and commitment? 

I’ve created a step-by-step program that inspires men to fulfill a woman’s deepest desires! 

And you’ll create the mind and heart shift in YOU so you’ll no longer feel unloved, unsupported, 

or unfulfilled. You’ll radiate self-love, and then you will be a magnet to attract the best from 

your man; or if your single – you will be a magnet to men that respect you and want to love and 

provide for you on all levels. Because once you learn the skills to source your own pleasure and 

then ask in an inspiring way, your man will feel compelled to meet your deepest needs and 

desires! 

Sound too good to be true? 

Then we have some work to do on your vision and beliefs …and I am here to coach you 

step by step.  And for a fraction of what most relationship courses cost.   

Why? 

I am committed to supporting every woman to the use this formula to enjoy lasting love! 



I have 2 different offerings depending on if you’re single or dating a man VS. if you’re in a 
committed relationship. Because inspiring a man requires different skills and a different 
mindset at each stage of a relationship.  

Why is that? When he’s fully committed his heart and soul to you, he’s able to hear your 
vulnerability and you can inspire him to move mountains to meet your needs if you have the 
right tools and skills.  

However, when you’re just dating a man, even if you’re exclusive, inspiring him is a different 
animal.  

You see, most women think that if you've been with a man for a certain amount of time, he 
should commit. But did you know that for most men, commitment isn't determined by time? He 
has to go through several stages of connection with you in order to FEEL that you're the only 
woman for him. Would you like to know what those stages are and how to navigate them? 

No matter if you are burnt out on dating, dating multiple men, or with a great guy who won't 
commit, there's a proven roadmap to follow to win his heart… 

For Women Who Are Single or Dating a Man: 
Introducing My 232 Page eBook “The Commitment Roadmap” 

https://www.coachvaleriegreene.com/  
Copyright © 2017 Valerie Greene, all rights reserved 
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The Commitment Roadmap ebook will teach you how to shift how you show up, and how you 
communicate, so that quality men will want to pursue YOU, rather than you doing all the work. 

You’ll stop wasting time with the wrong men who won't commit or meet your needs, know how 
to recognize when a man is really right for you, and how to inspire him to want to be with you 
forever! 

Here’s just a fraction of what you’ll learn: 

● Reprogram your limiting beliefs and patterns at the roots and experience the truth about
who you are and what’s possible for your love life.

● Identify your deepest KEY emotional needs and how to get them met NOW without
nagging or complaining

● Understand the KEY simple do’s and don’ts to make your first or next date feel easy and
blissful... you’ll have a clear plan and direction so you can relax and have fun!

● I'll dispel the myth about chemistry being instant and show you when it could be just as
perfect if developed over time

● Create empowered and loving boundaries that men actually feel compelled to honor.

● Be authentic, vulnerable, and share your feelings and desires in a safe and inspiring way
so he falls deeply in love with you and wants to claim you!

● Learn why men pull away and what you can do about it!

● Decide when to be exclusive with the right man and inspire him to want it too!

● Align with your man’s deepest purpose and needs, so he sees you as the irreplaceable
ONLY woman for him! (Ladies, this is what sustains his commitment over time.)

● Navigate conversations about exclusivity and commitment (in a way that men enjoy) so
he wants to move the relationship forward without you pushing.

You can learn more about and purchase “The Commitment Roadmap” eBook 

at https://www.coachvaleriegreene.com/commitment/ 

https://www.coachvaleriegreene.com/  
Copyright © 2017 Valerie Greene, all rights reserved 
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For Women in a Committed Relationship: 

Introducing the Man-ifest Lasting Love 6-Week Home Study Course 

My Man-ifest Lasting Love 6 Week Home Study Course will teach you how to shift how you 

show up, and how you communicate, so that your man will actually want to connect with YOU, 

rather than you doing all the work. 

I’ve combined the most effective tools and “love hacks” from Mindfulness, Somatic 

Experiencing, Meditation, NVC, NLP, and other emotional healing modalities and distilled them 

into a simple formula that you can apply to re-connect to your Divine Feminine wisdom and 

magnetism now! 

You’ll finally understand WHY men pull away, and what to do about it! 

You’ll discover what men need to get first, in order to give you what you need. You’ll get step-

by-step How-To’s – so you can magnetically draw him to you, even stronger than the way he 

was drawn to you in the beginning. 

You’ll start to feel confident instead of insecure, and learn how to quickly shift your limiting 

beliefs and out-of-control feelings and fears into a grounded sense of clarity about your needs 
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and desires. Then you’ll learn how to speak your desires in a way that inspires and uplifts 

him to WANT to make you happy! 

Week 1: Upgrade your Mindset to Become a Man Magnet 

 We’ll start by improving your mindset so you think and behave like a man magnet! Then,

we’ll bust some relationship destroying myths and help you to transform your

challenges, to set you on the right path towards true love, intimacy and passion!

 Access your deepest needs and desires that are underneath your feelings, and how to

share them in a way that brings him closer rather than pushing him away.

 Uncover and STOP the behaviors that you have been doing that are leading to your

relationship feeling distant and frustrating. Yes, your man is contributing to the

problem, and YOU also play a part. So before you start transforming your relationship,

you need to stop the behaviors that you don’t even know you’re doing that are creating

the situation as it is! You’ll learn exactly what NOT to do so that you stop pushing your

man away!
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 Give your man the number 1 essential thing HE MUST have from you on a daily basis

in order to feel attraction to your heart and being, not just your body (Yes there’s one

thing men want even more than sex!)

Week 2: How to Feel Unconditionally Loved, Even When He Pulls Away 

 Get your needs met through collaboration and partnership. Implement the most

important mindset shift that men look for in the woman they commit to, that most women

aren’t aware of!

 Experience a profound connection to unconditional love that is above and beyond what

you dreamed possible! Learn how to connect to self-love no matter how your man is

treating you, so you are fully resourced and fulfilled, and what your man gives you is

icing on the cake.

 Apply a powerful practice to shift limiting beliefs and patterns that keep you stuck! You

will start showing up more empowered and joyful, so you can see opportunities for love,

connection, and intimacy that you’ve been missing.
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Week 3: Heal Your Heart to Manifest Your Vision of Phenomenal Love 

 Learn a powerful process to heal old wounds so you are finally available to receive and give

soul shaking love!

 Align with your man’s deepest purpose, so he sees you as the irreplaceable ONLY woman

for him! This is what sustains his commitment over time!

 Exactly how to support him so he feels like a King who wants only you as his Queen!

 Activate his forever loyalty mindset so he feels like he’s finally HOME, with the woman of

his dreams…YOU

 Create a powerful Vision of Love that inspires the right man for you, and how to

truly manifest it!
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Week 4: Embody Your Feminine Power to Feel Fulfilled, No Matter What! 

You’ll learn how to tap into your feminine power to attract your man to you, as our moon attracts 

the tide. You’ll balance your masculine and feminine energy so you feel alive and radiant, and 

experience new levels of pleasure, fulfillment, and nurturing for YOURSELF, regardless of what 

your man is doing. 

 Discover how to Prioritize your pleasure, so your man will feel absolutely compelled to

want to please you! (and dare I even say a bit jealous of how well you enjoy, that he’ll want

to step up and provide the enjoyment!)

 How to compel him to cherish and adore you, instead of pursuing him

 Experience the source of your true value and fall deeply in love with yourself

 Understand how radiance is different from cultural ideas about beauty, and discover how to

embody and express your own unique expression of radiance, no matter what physical

imperfections you may think you have

 Awaken your body to a transformative experience of ecstatic aliveness, so you can find

pleasure in the simple, mundane moments of your life

 Create deep passion and intimacy with you man, and receive more love and affection while

doing less!
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Week 5: Confidently Request Your Deepest Desires — and Receive Them 

 Motivate and inspire him to deeper levels of emotional intimacy and connection than you

ever thought possible.

 The key ingredients to place men under your romantic spell and so he becomes

completely addicted to pleasing you! (My partner tells everyone “This stuff works! I

know she’s using it on my me and I still feel happy to be compelled to please her!”)

 Share any emotion, even anger or worry, in a way that opens his heart and draws him

closer to you. Practice communicating this way with your friends, family, and co-workers

and watch all your relationships transform and get WAY more satisfying!

 Apply the 5 step process to ask for what you want in a way that inspires him to give it to

you! This 5 step process works like magic to inspire your man, but it’s really based on

relationship science!

 Create boundaries in a loving way, so he feels respected and you feel safe and secure.
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Week 6:  Transform your Conflicts into Unshakeable Love 

Confidently Apply How To: 

 Put it all together and have a conversation with your man, and/or your loved ones, about

what you’ve been learning, how you’re feeling, and what you desire in a way that inspires

him!

 Learn exactly how to set up the conversation so that he will look forward to having it-even if

he dreads the Relationship Conversation!

 Know exactly what to say and what not to say so that he feels love and admiration for

you and what you desire.

 Respond to his possible defensiveness, and what to do to melt his defences so that he’ll want

to have the conversation, even if he’s been resistant in the past!

 Stop conflict in its tracks so you can transform conflict into intimacy, into an opportunity

to meet both of your needs more fully and enjoy true happiness together.

 Negotiate to creatively find win/win solutions to your toughest issues, so you can

experience a lifetime of love, joy, and intimacy together!
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How Does the Man-ifest Lasting Love 6 Week Home Study Course Work and 

Exactly What Does it Include?

Once you sign up, you’ll receive immediate access to the Man-ifest Lasting Love 6 Week Home 

Study Course Materials to implement at your own pace. 

Here’s what’s included: 

 Lifetime Access to the 6 1-2 hour mp3 Recordings of each class [ $800 value] I coach you

every step of the way; it’s like having me as your mentor any time day or night

 6 Ebooks of each of the lessons so you can read them again and again, to fully integrate the

tools and practices [$200 value]

 A PDF Workbook of your home play assignments each week, so you can have step-by-step

instructions to transform your relationship and experience more love, intimacy and passion!

[$50 value]

Separate mp3 recordings of all the guided meditations and handouts of the go-to practices, so 

you have them at your fingertips [$50 value] 

Lets get started! I have some juicy bonuses when you sign up today including: 

 

Bonus Class: Why Men Pull Away and What to Do About it Value: $20 

Click here to find out more.  

http://www.coachvaleriegreene.com/ignite
http://www.coachvaleriegreene.com/ignite
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Invest just $97 right now and you’ll get $100 off the regular price for the course. 

And if you are one of the first 10 this month to sign up you’ll get some amazing bonuses to 

support you: 

 Private session with me valued at $150

 The Coaching From Spirit’s Institute’s Empowered Manifestor Home Study Course

$597 value

There’s also money back guarantee, so it’s no risk for you! 

A burden has been lifted and we feel more connected! 

My boyfriend and I we were fighting frequently...Now I am able to recognize my emotions, and 

rather than get triggered right away, I focus on what my needs are and being empathic. Instead of 

arguing, I’m focused on finding solutions. I’m shifting my way of thinking, so the 

relationship is better. I feel a burden has been lifted because the anger can take hold of me like a 

vice. Now I feel more peaceful, and we feel more connected. 

– RS

Now I feel loved, connected and cherished every day! 

My husband and I used to argue and feel distant… Now he’s more affectionate, takes me out 

on dates, and we enjoy playful intimacy again. I feel more connected, adored, and supported. 

I feel right now like a dream that I didn’t even know I had came true of it being like it was in the 

beginning, like I don’t even need a special Valentine’s day because I feel connected and loved 

and cherished every day. 

– Thea

Having a LASTING FUFILLING loving relationship is possible, no matter where you are right 

now.  
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Whether you are single looking to attract your ideal relationship, in a relationship you want to 

deepen, or married for years, MAN-ifesting your lasting love is your birthright! 

If you practice the tools in this guidebook when you’re upset, you can create more loving 

connection with yourself and your partner RIGHT NOW! 

And if you really want to transform your relationship, we also have to look at the things that are 

creating the upset. We have to look at the WHOLE picture. 

What we covered in this book is just a small piece in the whole system. If it’s important to 

you to have a loving LASTING relationship that is growing and in action…, then think 

about the costs involved in not having that now for yourself and your partner. 

Think about how that affects you emotionally, physically, mentally, and even financially. 

It’s no accident you signed on to get this information: something wants to be born for you and 

you partner; something that is BETTER than you both ever imagined, and all you need is the 

system to have it work for you! 

I really look forward to connecting with you and supporting you in experiencing a fulfilling 

relationship. The Man-ifest Lasting Love 6 Week Home Study Course is a proven system to 

attract, re-ignite, and sustain lasting love.  

I attract people that are ready to take action and want to BELIEVE that there is hope and they can 

have the relationship of their dreams and are ready to leave the past behind and start new! 

Is that you? Let’s get started! 

Women in a committed relationship: Get instant access to the course right now! 

Women who are single or dating a man: Get instant access to The Commitment Roadmap eBook here.

From my heart to yours, 

Valerie 

http://www.coachvaleriegreene.com/ignite
https://www.coachvaleriegreene.com/commitment/



